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Project Title Teaching and Learning as Dialogue and Contemplation

Project Proposal (500-750 words, including a rationale, project description, a discussion of the benefit to the
Stonehill community, and your "community outreach plan") -- see full requirements on the CTL website.

Rationale: I have been teaching at Stonehill College for three years now and I have begun to notice some fairly
consistent patterns in my classes. I regularly incorporate online discussion boards into my classes and require
students to participate in them. I have found that students’ online comments and conversations are generally
freer, richer, more engaged, and more responsive than their comments and discussions in the classroom. I want
to know how to make more effective use of these insights in my teaching.

Project/Question Description: I have two related issues I want to think about in the context of the TLSS:

First, having observed that students are more likely to engage deeply in an online discussion than in the
classroom, I would like to explore ways of better using not only online discussion tools to enhance teaching and
learning in my courses but also how to translate those conversations into ‘offline,’ classroom conversations.
Furthermore, so far my use of discussion boards has been very one-dimensional. Along with each new reading
assignment, I create an online discussion with one or more prompts for students to respond to. Before each
class students will read the assigned text and engage in the online discussion of the text. As I mentioned, this
has resulted in some good online discussion but over the course of the semester I believe it becomes a bit stale.
So I want to develop other uses for digital discussion tools or social media. Also, the discussion board ends up
being extremely time consuming. I read ever post for every discussion board. I would like to be able to use these
tools more efficiently. To this end, here are some of the questions I hope to answer in the TLSS:
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What other sorts of online discussions can I create?
How can I assess whether these discussions improve teaching and learning?
How can I translate online discussions into richer classroom discussion?
How can I make better use of the time I put into the discussion boards? 

Second, related to these questions I am very curious about the role of silent contemplation in teaching and
learning. I have long had a sense that our current pedagogies (and communication/information/outcomes
obsessed culture in general) are antithetical to silence, solitude, slowness, and the rather aimless activity of
contemplation. So I want to think about the relation between dialogue as an open exchange between individuals
or groups and contemplation as a silent, interior dialogue with oneself that is free from the eyes and ears of
others and hence liberating and potentially transformative in ways that are not possible through social
communication or in public. It is my hypothesis that an engaged class is not necessarily a class that is always
externally active. So I want to think of ways of incorporating silence, solitude, and contemplation into my
courses as a complement (or even antidote) to dialogue and communication. 

Benefit: I hope that this work can shed some more light on the potential for online discussion to contribute to
better teaching and learning at Stonehill. But I also hope to shed light on the possible roles of silence, solitude
and contemplation in good teaching and learning. We all struggle with issues around student participation and
engagement in our classes and we all live in a world where we are all increasingly wired and connected, sharing
everything with everyone all the time. My project might be able to help us make a little more sense of some of
the challenges and opportunities presented by the increasing importance of digital life. Finally, I hope to come
up with some concrete ideas about specific assignments and assessments for both digital (online) and
‘analogue” (off-line) dialogue and contemplation. These could potentially be borrowed and adapted to a wide
range of different courses in different disciplines.

Community Outreach Plans: I will share my project with my deparment in a department meeting. I would
certainly consider sharing it more widely either in the form of a session on Academic Development Day or in
some other appropriate context.
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